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Boolean ideals and their varieties
Samuel Lundqvist
Abstract
We consider ideals in the ring Z2[x1, . . . , xn] that contain the polynomials x
2
i−xi
for i = 1, . . . , n and give various results related to the one-to-one correspondence
between these ideals and the subsets of Zn2 . We also study the standard monomials
with respect to the lexicographical ordering for these ideals and derive a distribution
result.
1 Introduction
Suppose we are given polynomials f1, . . . , fm in n variables over a field k. The problem
of describing the set of k-rational solutions to the system f1 = 0, . . . , fm = 0 is one of
the crucial problems in computational algebraic geometry. In this paper, we study this
zero set when k = Z2, the field with two elements.
The usual algebraic approach to the problem of finding the number of Z2-rational
solutions is by means of Gro¨bner bases, and a number of papers in this direction has
appeared over the last few years, for instance, see [2, 3, 4, 9, 11]. Here we present an
alternative approach using fine Hilbert series of monomial ideals, and with no use of the
theory of Gro¨bner bases.
We say that an ideal I in Z2[x1, . . . , xn] is boolean if x
2
i − xi ∈ I for i = 1, . . . , n. A
boolean monomial is a square free monomial in Z2[x1, . . . , xn] and a boolean polynomial
is a sum of different boolean monomials. It is well known, see [1, page 11], that there is
a one-to-one correspondence between boolean ideals and boolean polynomials. Indeed,
each boolean ideal can be written uniquely as (x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn, f), where f is
boolean. We call such an f the defining polynomial of the ideal (x21−x1, . . . , x
2
n−xn, f).
Along with the one-to-one correspondence between boolean ideals and subsets of Zn2 , we
investigate properties of boolean ideals, especially their varieties, but also their standard
monomials, in terms of their defining polynomial.
In Section 3.1, we derive simple formulas for quotients, sums, products and intersec-
tions of boolean ideals in terms of their defining polynomials. Also, we give a canonical
form with respect to a boolean ideal without using the notion of Gro¨bner bases (or
monomial orderings).
In Section 3.2, the main results of this paper is presented, and we give a detailed
description of the correspondence between zero sets and the defining polynomials. A
surprising result is the following. Consider a boolean polynomial f in Z2[x1, . . . , xn] and
regard each element in the rational zero set of f as an exponent vector of a boolean
monomial and add these boolean monomials together to construct a new boolean poly-
nomial φ(f). We show in Theorem 3.27 that the fourth power of φ is the identity. For
instance, the polynomial x1x2 + x2 ∈ Z2[x1, x2] gives rise to the chain
x1x2 + x2 7→ x
1
1x
1
2 + x
1
1x
0
2 + x
0
1x
0
2 = x1x2 + x1 + 1 7→ x1 7→ x2 + 1 7→ x1x2 + x2
1
when we apply φ repeatedly.
The purpose of this paper is not computational, but in Section 3.2.1 we show that
there are instances of problems where the method proposed in this paper outperforms
the Buchberger algorithm, motivating a further analysis of the computational aspects of
the methods.
In Section 3.3, we give a recursive correspondence between a boolean polynomial
and the lexicographical standard monomials of the associated boolean ideal, inspired by
the Cerlienco-Mureddu correspondence [5]. The correspondence is then used to give a
recursive formula which, to a given boolean monomial, determines the number of ideals
having this particular monomial as a standard monomial, and we show that this number
is always odd.
2 Notation
Points in Zn2 will be denoted by the letters p and q, and the i’th coordinate of the point
p is denoted by pi. Sometimes pi and qj will be representing points, and in these cases,
the coordinate of a point is written using double indices.
The symbols α and β will be used to represent exponent vectors of boolean mono-
mials, and as such, they will be elements in {0, 1}n. We will continue the abuse of
notation from the introduction and regard points in Zn2 as exponent vectors in {0, 1}
n,
and exponent vectors in {0, 1}n as points in Zn2 .
We evaluate a boolean polynomial f at an affine point p in Zn2 by the notation f(p)
and we introduce the concept of a zero set for a boolean polynomial f , V (f), defined as
V (f) := V ((x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn, f)) = {p ∈ Z
n
2 : f(p) = 0}.
We say that two polynomials f, g ∈ Z2[x1, . . . , xn] are equal as boolean polynomials
if f ≡ g modulo (x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn). This is expressed as ”f = g as boolean
polynomials”. Moreover, the expression ”the boolean polynomial f ·g” is short notation
for the boolean polynomial h such that f · g ≡ h modulo (x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn).
If A is a subset of Zn2 , we denote by A
c the complement of A in Zn2 , and given a
boolean polynomial f = m1 + · · ·+ms, let Supp(f) = {m1, . . . ,ms}.
3 Boolean polynomials, boolean ideals and subsets of
Zn2
The one-to-one correspondences mentioned in the introduction are wide spread, but for
completeness and future reference we state them in a lemma and give a short proof.
Lemma 3.1. Let I denote the set of boolean ideals in n variables, let P denote the set
of boolean polynomials in n variables and let V denote the power set of Zn2 . Then the
maps
• P→ V, f 7→ V (f),
• I→ V, I 7→ V (I),
• P→ I, f 7→ (x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn, f),
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are bijective and the defining polynomial of the boolean ideal I = (x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n −
xn, f1, . . . , fs) is (f1 + 1) · · · (fs + 1) + 1.
Proof. We have already given a reference for the fact that the third map is bijective.
The second map is bijective since boolean ideals are radical, indeed, a2 = a holds for
all a ∈ Z2[x1, . . . , xn]/(x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn). We can then compose the third and the
second map to show that the first map is one-to-one.
Finally, let I = (x21−x1, . . . , x
2
n−xn, f1, . . . , fs). If p ∈ V (I), then ((f1+1) · · · (fs+
1)+1)(p) = 1 · · · 1+1 = 0 and if p /∈ V (I), then fi(p) = 1 for some i, so (f1+1) · · · (fs+
1) + 1)(p) = 1. It follows that V (I) = V ((f1 + 1) · · · (fs + 1) + 1) and since the second
map is bijective, we must have that I = (x21−x1, . . . , x
2
n−xn, (f1+1) · · · (fs+1)+1).
A consequence of the bijective property of the first map is that the equation V (f) =
Zn2 has the unique solution f = 0 and that the equation V (f) = ∅ has the unique solution
f = 1.
In this paper, the focus is on the first and the third map and their inverses, but before
we begin, let us briefly discuss the second map and its relation to the SAT problem.
In Theoretical Computer Science, the SAT problem is the problem to determine
whether a given boolean formula is satisfiable or not. Applications are found within a
variety of areas, including complexity theory and formal verification. It is straightfor-
ward to interpret a boolean formula as a system of boolean polynomials such that there
is a one-to-one correspondence between the the satisfiable assignments and the solutions
to the system defined by the boolean polynomials. Thus, the special case
I 7→
{
false if V (I) = {}
true if V (I) 6= {}
of the second map can be used as a SAT solver, and the connection to the SAT problem
is indeed a major motivation for the development of the Gro¨bner techniques for boolean
ideals.
Notice that since the defining polynomial of I = (x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn, f1, . . . , fs)
is (f1 + 1) · · · (fs + 1) + 1, it is possible to test if V (I) is empty by checking if (f1 +
1) · · · (fs + 1) + 1 = 1 as boolean polynomials. However, from a computational point
of view, a direct implementation of this approach fails to be effective due to a massive
term expansion on the left hand side.
3.1 A monomial order free canonical form, ideal membership
and other ideal operations
We will now study some fundamental algebraic properties of boolean ideals.
Lemma 3.2. Let f and g be boolean polynomials. Then
V (f) ∩ V (g) = V (f + g + fg).
Proof. Suppose that p ∈ V (g)c. Then (f + g + fg)(p) = 1. On the contrary, suppose
that p ∈ V (g). Then (f + g + fg)(p) = f(p). Hence, p ∈ V (f + g + fg) if and only if
p ∈ V (f) ∩ V (g).
Lemma 3.3. Let f and g be boolean polynomials. Then
V (f + g) = (V (f) ∩ V (g)) ∪ (V (f)c ∩ V (g)c).
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Proof. If p ∈ V (f) ∩ V (g), then (f + g)(p) = f(p) + g(p) = 0, so p ∈ V (f + g). If
p ∈ V (f) but p /∈ V (g) or vice versa, then (f + g)(p) = 1, so p /∈ V (f + g). Finally, if
p ∈ V (f)c ∩ V (g)c, then (f + g)(p) = 1 + 1 = 0, so p ∈ V (f + g).
Lemma 3.4. Let f be a boolean polynomial. Then
V (f + 1) = V (f)c.
Proof. Immediate.
Let S be a ring and let I be an ideal in S. A canonical form with respect to I is a
function φ from S to S such that φ(a) = φ(b) if and only if a = b in S/I.
Suppose that S is a polynomial ring and that I is an ideal in S, and that we have
computed a Gro¨bner basis G of I with respect to some monomial ordering ≺. Then the
map from S to S defined as reduction modulo G is a canonical form.
However, different monomial orderings give rise to different canonical forms. But
in our setting, it turns out to be possible to introduce a canonical form without any
assumptions on monomial orderings.
Proposition 3.5. Let I be a boolean ideal in Z2[x1, . . . , xn] and let f be the defin-
ing boolean polynomial, i.e. I = (x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn, f). Let g be a polynomial in
Z2[x1, . . . , xn]. Then the map Canf : Z2[x1, . . . , xn] → Z2[x1, . . . , xn] defined by letting
Canf (g) be the boolean polynomial (f + 1) · g is a canonical form with respect to I.
Proof. We need to show that g1 + I = g2 + I if and only if Canf (g1) = Canf (g2).
By definition, Canf (g1) = Canf (g2) is equivalent to (g1 + g2)(f + 1) = 0 as boolean
polynomials and g1 + I = g2 + I is equivalent to g1 + g2 ∈ I.
Suppose that g1 + g2 ∈ I. Then (g1 + g2)(p) = 0 if p ∈ V (f), and if p ∈ V (f)c, then
(f + 1)(p) = 0 by Lemma 3.4. Thus (g1 + g2)(f + 1) is identically zero on each point
in Zn2 and must be equal to zero by the one-to-one correspondence between boolean
polynomials and subsets of Zn2 given in Lemma 3.1.
Suppose instead that (g1+g2)(f+1) = 0 as boolean polynomials. Since (f+1)(p) = 1
if p ∈ V (f), it follows that (g1 + g2)(p) = 0 if p ∈ V (f). Hence g1 + g2 ∈ I.
Proposition 3.6. Let I be a boolean ideal with defining boolean polynomial f . Let g be
a polynomial in Z2[x1, . . . , xn] and let J = (x
2
1 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn, g). The following are
equivalent.
1. g ∈ I.
2. J ⊆ I.
3. V (I) ⊆ V (J).
4. V (f) ⊆ V (g).
5. f · h = g as boolean polynomials for some polynomial h.
6. f · g = g as boolean polynomials.
7. V (f) ∩ V (g + 1) = {}.
8. (f + 1) · g = 0 as boolean polynomials.
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9. Canf (g) = 0 as boolean polynomials.
Proof.
(1)⇔ (2): If g ∈ I, then (x21−x1, . . . , x
2
n−xn, g) ⊆ I. If (x
2
1−x1, . . . , x
2
n−xn, g) ⊆ I,
in particular, g ∈ I.
(3)⇔ (4): By definition.
(4)⇒ (2): It holds that g(p) = 0 for all p ∈ V (f). Hence g ∈ I.
(2)⇒ (4): If g ∈ I we have g(p) = 0 for all p ∈ V (I). Hence V (f) ⊆ V (g).
(4) ⇒ (7): If V (f) ⊆ V (g), then V (f) ∩ V (g)c = {}. But V (g)c = V (g + 1) by
Lemma 3.4.
(7)⇔ (8) : By Lemma 3.2, V (f)∩V (g+1) = {} is equivalent to V ((f+1)·g+1) = {}.
By the one-to-one correspondence between boolean polynomials and subsets of Zn2 in
Lemma 3.1 this is equivalent to (f+1)·g+1 = 1⇔ (f+1)·g = 0 as boolean polynomials.
(8)⇔ (9) : By definition.
(6)⇔ (8): Add g on both sides in (6).
(6)⇒ (5): The implication is trivial.
(5)⇒ (4): Since V (f · h) = V (f) ∪ V (h) it follows that V (f) ⊆ V (g).
The last result in this section is a formula which shows how to perform the common
ideal operations on boolean ideals in terms of their defining polynomials.
Theorem 3.7. Let I and J be boolean ideals and let f and g be the defining polynomials
of I and J respectively. Then
1. I : J = (x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn, 1 + g + fg).
2. I + J = (x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn, f + g + fg).
3. IJ = I ∩ J = (x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn, fg).
Proof. From standard textbooks in computational algebra, see for instance [6], we have
the general equalities I(V ) : I(W ) = I(V \W ), V (I + J) = V (I) ∩ V (J) and V (IJ) =
V (I ∩ J) = V (I) ∪ V (J), where I(V ) denotes the vanishing ideal with respect to the
variety V . By the one-to-one correspondences in Lemma 3.1, it is enough to show
1. V (f) \ V (g) = V (1 + g + fg).
2. V (f) ∩ V (g) = V (f + g + fg).
3. V (fg) = V (f) ∪ V (g).
The second equality follows from Lemma 3.2 and the third one is trivial.
Let us now prove the first equality. Take p ∈ V (f). If p /∈ V (g), then g(p) = 1 and
p ∈ V (1 + g + fg). If p ∈ V (f) but p ∈ V (g), then (1 + g + fg)(p) = 1. Finally, if
p /∈ V (f), then (1 + g + fg)(p) = 1. This shows that V (f) \ V (g) = V (1 + g + fg).
Remark 3.8. Notice that the defining polynomial of I : J is equal to Canf (g) + 1.
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Example 3.9. Let
I = (x21 − x1, x
2
2 − x2, x
2
3 − x3, x1x2 + x3, x1x3 + x2, x3 + 1) ⊆ Z2[x1, x2, x3].
Since
(x1x2 + x3 + 1) · (x1x3 + x2 + 1) · (x3 + 1 + 1) + 1 = x1x2x3 + x3 + 1
as boolean polynomials, we have
I = (x21 − x1, x
2
2 − x2, x
2
3 − x3, f),
where f = x1x2x3 + x3 + 1. Since f 6= 1, it follows that V (f) 6= {} by Lemma 3.1.
Let g = 1 + x1x3. Then Canf (g) = (x1x2x3 + x3)(1 + x1x3) = x1x3 + x3 as boolean
polynomials, and since x1x3+x3 6= 0, it follows that g /∈ I by Proposition 3.6. However,
the element h = 1+ x3 ∈ I, since Canf (h) = 0. Thus V (x1x2x3 + x3 + 1) ⊆ V (x3 + 1).
In fact, V (f) = {(1, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1)}, V (g) = {(1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1)} and V (h) =
{(0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1)}, and since V (f) ∪ V (g) = V (h), we obtain the fac-
torization fg = h.
Let J = (x21− x1, x
2
2 − x2, x
2
3− x3, h). We have I : J = (x
2
1− x1, x
2
2 − x2, x
2
3− x3, 1+
h + fh) by Theorem 3.7. Since 1 + h + fh = 1 as boolean polynomials, it follows that
I : J = (1) which is the expected result since V (I) ⊆ V (J).
3.2 The relationship between a boolean polynomial and its zero
set
We will now go deeper into the relationship between a boolean polynomial and its zero
sets by using fine Hilbert series of monomial ideals.
LetM be an Nn-graded module over an Nn-graded algebra, so that M = ⊕α∈NnMα.
The fine Hilbert series of M is
Ht(M) =
∑
α∈Nn
dimkMαt
α.
It will be convenient to work with two different algebras, thus we introduce the
algebra Q[y1, . . . , yn]/(y
2
1 , . . . , y
2
n). This algebra is N
n-graded, and we shall use it in the
context of fine Hilbert series.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between monomials in
Q[y1, . . . , yn]/(y
2
1 , . . . , y
2
n)
and boolean monomials in
Z2[x1, . . . , xn].
Indeed, every monomial xα corresponds to a monomial yα and vice versa.
The x-logarithm of a monomial xp is Logx(x
p) = p and the x-logarithm of a boolean
polynomial f = xα1 + · · ·+ xαs is Logx(f) = {Log(x
α1 ), . . . ,Log(xαs)} = {α1, . . . , αs}.
It will be convenient to work also with a y-logarithm. The y-logarithm is defined in
the same way for polynomials in Q[y1, . . . , yn]/(y
2
1 , . . . , y
2
n) with coefficients in {0, 1}, i.e.
polynomials yα1 + · · · + yαs such that xα1 + · · · + xαs is a boolean polynomial. Since
it will be clear from the context which logarithm we mean, we will simply write Log
instead of Logx or Logy.
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We define x{p1,...,ps} as xp1 + · · · + xps , where each pi is a point in Zn2 (but as an
exponent regarded as a point in {0, 1}n).
The exponent and the logarithm will together be used to give the map from poly-
nomials in Q[y1, . . . , yn]/(y
2
1 , . . . , y
2
n) with coefficients in {0, 1} to the set of boolean
polynomials. Indeed, if f is a polynomial in Q[y1, . . . , yn]/(y
2
1 , . . . , y
2
n) with coefficients
in {0, 1}, then xLog(f) is the corresponding boolean polynomial. The map will be needed
in the context of evaluation, the reason being that if f ∈ Q[y1, . . . , yn]/(y21, . . . , y
2
n) with
coefficients in {0, 1}, and p ∈ Zn2 , then f(p) is not defined, but x
Log(f)(p) is.
Lemma 3.10. xq(p) =
{
1 if xq|xp
0 otherwise
Proof. We have xq(p) = 1 if and only if qi = 1 implies pi = 1, which is equivalent to the
statement in the lemma.
Proposition 3.11. Let f = xα1 + xαs be a boolean polynomial in Z2[x1, . . . , xn]. Then
V (f) = {p : the number of xαi that is divisible by xp is even}.
Proof. Let t denote the number of xαi that is divisible by xp. Then f(p) = 1 + · · ·+ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
t times
by Lemma 3.10. Hence f(p) = 0 if and only if t is even.
Theorem 3.12. Let f = xα1+ · · ·+xαs be a boolean polynomial in Z2[x1, . . . , xn]. Then
V (xα1 + · · ·+ xαs) = Log(h0 − h1 + h2 − h3 + · · ·+ (−1)
shs)
where
h0 = Hy((1)),
h1 = Hy((y
α1 , . . . , yαs)),
h2 = Hy((lcm(y
α1 , yα2), lcm(yα1 , yα3), . . . , lcm(yαs−1 , yαs)),
h3 = Hy((lcm(y
α1 , yα2 , yα3), lcm(yα1 , yα3 , yα4), . . . , lcm(yαs−2 , yαs−1 , yαs)),
...
hs = Hy((lcm(y
α1 , . . . , yαs)),
and where all the ideals are in the Nn-graded algebra Q[y1, . . . , yn]/(y
2
1 , . . . , y
2
n).
Proof. By Proposition 3.11, it is enough to show that the monomial yβ occurs with
coefficient 1 in the expression h0 − h1 + h2 − h3 + · · · + (−1)shs if the number of xαi
that is divisible by xβ is even and with coefficient 0 otherwise.
Suppose that the number of xαi that is divisible by xβ is equal to r. Then yβ is not
contained as a summand in the expressions hr+1, . . . , hs, but it occurs exactly once in
each hi, for i = 0, . . . , r. It follows that the coefficient in front of y
β in h0 − h1 + h2 −
h3 + · · ·+ (−1)shs is zero if r is odd and one otherwise.
Example 3.13. Let f = 1 + x1x5 + x2x4 + x2x4x5 be a boolean polynomial in the five
variables x1, x2, x3, x4, x5. Then
h1 = Hy((1, x1x5, x2x4, x2x4x5)) = Hy((1)) =
∑
p∈Zn
2
yp.
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Since
(lcm(1, x1x5), lcm(1, x2x4), lcm(1, x2x4x5), lcm(x1x5, x2x4),
lcm(x1x5, x2x4x5), lcm(x2x4, x2x4x5)) = (x1x5, x2x4),
it follows that
h2 = Hy((y1y5, y2y4))
= y1y5 + y1y2y5 + y1y3y5 + y1y4y5 + y1y2y3y5 + y1y2y4y5 + y1y3y4y5+
y1y2y3y4y5 + y2y4 + y1y2y4 + y2y3y4 + y2y4y5 + y1y2y3y4 + y2y3y4y5.
Similarly,
h3 = y2y4y5 + y1y2y4y5 + y2y3y4y5 + y1y2y3y4y5
and
h4 = y1y2y4y5 + y1y2y3y4y5,
which gives us
h0 − h1 + h2 − h3 + h4
=y1y5 + y1y2y5 + y1y3y5 + y1y4y5 + y1y2y3y5 + y1y2y4y5+
y1y3y4y5 + y1y2y3y4y5 + y2y4 + y1y2y4 + y2y3y4 + y1y2y3y4.
Taking the logarithm of this polynomial, we obtain
V (f) = {(1, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0, 1, 1),
(1, 0, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (0, 1, 0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1, 1, 0)},
which concludes the example.
From the principle of inclusion and exclusion (see for instance [8]), it follows that
Hy((y
α1 , . . . , yαs)) =Hy((y
α1)) + · · ·+Hy((y
αs))− (Hy((lcm(y
α1 , yα2)))
+Hy((lcm(y
α1 , yα3))) + · · ·+Hy((lcm(y
αs−1 , yαs))))
+ · · ·+ (−1)sHy(lcm(y
α1 , . . . , yαs)). (1)
Hence the variety can be expressed as a linear combination of fine Hilbert series of
principal ideals. Although it is possible to determine the coefficients combinatorially by
combining Theorem 3.12 and (1), we choose to use induction on s. For the induction
step we need two lemmas.
Lemma 3.14. Let {Ik} and {Jh} be finite families of ideals in Q[y1, . . . , yn]/(y21 , . . . , y
2
n).
Let f and g be boolean polynomials in Z2[x1, . . . , xn]. Suppose that
V (f) = Log(
∑
k
ckHy(Ik))
and that
V (g) = Log(
∑
h
dhHy(Jh)).
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Then
V (f) ∩ V (g) = Log(
∑
k,h
ckdhHy(Ik ∩ Jh)).
Proof. Let p be any point in Zn2 . Let i1, . . . , is be the set of indices such that y
p ∈
Ii1 , . . . , y
p ∈ Iis and let similarly j1, . . . , jt be the set of indices such that y
p ∈ Jj1 , . . . , y
p ∈
Jjt .
It follows that yp ∈ Ik ∩ Jh if and only if Ik is one of Ii1 , . . . , Iis and Jh is one of
Jj1 , . . . , Jjt . Hence the coefficient in front of y
p in
∑
k,h ckdhHy(Ik ∩ Jh) is
ci1dj1 + ci1dj2 + · · ·+ ci1djt + · · ·+ cisdjt = (ci1 + · · ·+ cis) · (dj1 + · · ·+ djt).
Now, if p ∈ V (f), then ci1 + · · ·+ cis = 1 and if p /∈ V (f), then ci1 + · · ·+ cis = 0.
In the same way it holds that if p ∈ V (g), then di1 + · · ·+ dit = 1 and if p /∈ V (g), then
dj1 + · · ·+ djt = 0. Hence
(ci1 + · · ·+ cis) · (dj1 + · · ·+ djt) =
{
1 if p ∈ V (f) ∩ V (g)
0 otherwise.
Thus the logarithm of (
∑
k,h ckdhHy(Ik ∩ Jh)) is well defined and V (f) ∩ V (g) =
Log(
∑
k,h ckdhHy(Ik ∩ Jh)).
Lemma 3.15. Let f be a boolean polynomial in Z2[x1, . . . , xn]. Suppose that V (f) =
Log(
∑
k ckHy(Ik)). Then
V (f)c = Log(Hy((1))−
∑
k
ckHy(Ik)).
Proof. Log(Hy((1))−
∑
k ckHy(Ik)) = Z
n
2 \ V (f) = V (f)
c.
Theorem 3.16. Let f = xα1+ · · ·+xαs be a boolean polynomial in Z2[x1, . . . , xn]. Then
V (f) = Log(g0 +
1
2
∑
1≤i≤s
(−2)igi).
where
g0 = Hy((1)),
and for i > 0,
gi =
∑
1≤j1<···<ji≤s
Hy(lcm(y
αj1 , . . . , yαji ).
Proof. Induction over s. The base case follows since
V (xα1 ) = Log(Hy((1))−Hy((y
α1)))
by Theorem 3.12.
Assume that the theorem holds true for s = t. By the induction assumption, it holds
that
V (xα1 + · · ·+ xαt) = Log(Hy((1))− 2
0
∑
1≤i≤s
Hy(y
αi)
+ 21
∑
1≤i<j≤s
Hy(lcm(y
αi , yαj )) + · · ·+ (−1)s2s−1Hy(lcm(y
α1 , . . . , yαt))).
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Another use of Theorem 3.12 gives us
V (xαt+1) = Log(Hy((1))−Hy(y
αt+1))
so we can apply Lemma 3.14 to obtain
V (xα1 + · · ·+ xαt) ∩ V (xαt+1) =
Log(Hy((1))− 2
0
∑
1≤i≤s
Hy(y
αi) + 21
∑
1≤i<j≤s
Hy(lcm(y
αi , yαj ))
+ · · ·+ (−1)s2s−1Hy(lcm(y
α1 , . . . , yαt))
− (Hy((y
αt+1))− 20
∑
1≤i≤s
Hy(y
αi , yαt+1) + 21
∑
1≤i<j≤s
Hy(lcm(y
αi , yαj , yαt+1))
+ · · ·+ (−1)s2s−1Hy(lcm(y
α1 , . . . , yαt , yαt+1)).
By Lemma 3.15 and the induction assumption, we have
V (xα1 + · · ·+ xαt)c = Log(20
∑
1≤i≤s
Hy(y
αi)− 21
∑
1≤i<j≤s
Hy(lcm(y
αi , yαj))
+ · · ·+ (−1)s−12s−1Hy(lcm(y
α1 , . . . , yαt)).
By Lemma 3.15 and Theorem 3.12, it follows that
V (xαt+1 )c = Log(Hy(y
αt+1)),
so we can use Lemma 3.14 once more to obtain
V (xα1 + · · ·+ xαt)c ∩ V (xαt+1 )c = 20
∑
1≤i≤s
Hy(y
αi , yαt+1)
− 21
∑
1≤i<j≤s
Hy(lcm(y
αi , yαj , yαt+1)) + · · ·+ (−1)s−12s−1Hy(lcm(y
α1 , . . . , yαt , yαt+1)).
We are finally ready to use the identity
V (xα1 + · · ·+ xαt+1 ) = V (xα1 + · · ·+ xαt) ∩ V (xαt+1)
∪V (xα1 + · · ·+ xαt)c ∩ V (xαt+1)c
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derived in Lemma 3.3. Indeed,
V (xα1 + · · ·+ xαt) ∩ V (xαt+1 ) ∪ V (xα1 + · · ·+ xαt)c ∩ V (xαt+1)c
= Log(Hy((1))− 2
0
∑
1≤i≤s
Hy((y
αi)) + 21
∑
1≤i<j≤s
Hy((lcm(y
αi , yαj )))
+ · · ·+ (−1)s2s−1Hy((lcm(y
α1 , . . . , yαt)))
− (Hy((y
αt+1))− 20
∑
1≤i≤s
Hy((y
αi , yαt+1)) + 21
∑
1≤i<j≤s
Hy((lcm(y
αi , yαj , yαt+1)))
+ · · ·+ (−1)s2s−1Hy((lcm(y
α1 , . . . , yαt , yαt+1))))
+ 20
∑
1≤i≤s
Hy(y
αi , yαt+1)− 21
∑
1≤i<j≤s
Hy((lcm(y
αi , yαj , yαt+1)))
+ · · ·+ (−1)s−12s−1Hy((lcm(y
α1 , . . . , yαt , yαt+1))))
= Log(Hy((1))− 2
0
∑
1≤i≤s+1
Hy((y
αi)) + 21
∑
1≤i<j≤s+1
Hy((lcm(y
αi , yαj )))
+ · · ·+ (−1)s+12sHy((lcm(y
α1 , . . . , yαt+1)))).
which concludes the proof.
Corollary 3.17. Let I be a boolean ideal in Z2[x1, . . . , xn] with defining polynomial
xα1 + · · ·+ xαs . Then
|V (I)| = 2n + d1 + d2 + · · ·+ ds,
where
di =
1
2
(−2)i
∑
1≤j1<···<ji≤s
2n−deg(lcm(x
αj1 ,...,x
αji )).
Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 3.16 since the number of monomials in
Hy(lcm(y
αj1 , . . . , yαji )) is 2n−deg(lcm(x
αj1 ,...,x
αji )).
The next corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.16, Corollary 3.17 and the
one-to-one correspondences in Lemma 3.1.
Corollary 3.18. Let I = (x21−x1, . . . , x
2
n−xn, f1, . . . , fs) be an ideal in Z2[x1, . . . , xn].
Let xα1 + · · ·+xαs be the boolean polynomial such that xα1 + · · ·+xαs = (f1+1) · · · (fs+
1) + 1 as boolean polynomials. Then
V (I) = Log(g0 +
1
2
∑
1≤i≤s
(−2)igi),
and
|V (I)| = 2n + d1 + d2 + · · ·+ ds,
where
g0 = Hy((1)),
gi =
∑
1≤j1<···<ji≤s
Hy(lcm(y
αj1 , . . . , yαji ) when i > 0.
and
di =
1
2
(−2)i
∑
1≤j1<···<ji≤s
2n−deg(lcm(x
αj1 ,...,x
αji )).
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The next corollary to Theorem 3.16 requires a short proof.
Corollary 3.19. Let f = xα1+· · ·+xαs be a boolean polynomial in Z2[x1, . . . , xn] and let
pi be the natural homomorphism from Z[y1, . . . , yn]/(y
2
1 , . . . , y
2
n) to Z2[y1, . . . , yn]/(y
2
1 , . . . , y
2
n).
Then
V (f) = Log(pi(Hy((1))− (Hy(y
α1) + · · ·+Hy(y
αs)))).
Proof. By Theorem 3.16,
V (f) = Log(g0 +
1
2
∑
1≤i≤s
(−2)igi),
with the gi’s being defined in the referred theorem. When i > 1, the coefficient in front
of each gi is a multiple of 2, and thus a monomial has coefficient 1 in
g0 +
1
2
∑
1≤i≤s
(−2)igi
if and only if it has coefficient 1 in
pi(g0 − g1).
Thus
Log(g0 +
1
2
∑
1≤i≤s
(−2)igi) = Log(pi((Hy((1))− (Hy(y
α1) + · · ·+Hy(y
αs)))).
Before we continue we need to introduce more notation. Let X be a finite collection
of points in some space. A function Sp from X to {0, 1} such that Sp(p) = 1 and
Sp(q) = 0 when p 6= q is called a separator of p with respect to X .
Lemma 3.20. Let p be a point in Zn2 . Then
Sp = x
LogHy(y
p)
is a separator of p with respect to Zn2 .
Proof. The only term in Sp that divides x
p is xp itself. Hence xp(p) = 1, while xq(p) = 0
for all the remaining monomials xq in Sp by Lemma 3.10, so Sp(p) = 1.
Let q 6= p. If xq /∈ (xp), then no elements in (xp) divides xq, so Sp(q) = 0 in this
case. Suppose instead that xq ∈ (xp). Then xq = xp · m for some m 6= 1. It follows
that xp · m′|xq, for all submonomials m′ of m. There are 2deg(m) submonomials of m
and hence there are 2deg(m) monomials in (xp) which evaluate to one in the point q.
The remaining monomials evaluate to zero. Since m 6= 1, 2deg(m) is an even integer, so
Sp(q) = 0 and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Remark 3.21. Notice that V (Sp + 1) = {p}.
Lemma 3.22. Let f = xα1 + · · ·+ xαs be a boolean polynomial in Z2[x1, . . . , xn]. Then
V (xV (f)) =
{
Log(f)c ∪ {(0, . . . , 0)} if 1 ∈ Supp(f)
Log(f)c \ {(0, . . . , 0)} if 1 /∈ Supp(f).
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Proof. By Corollary 3.19, V (f) = Log(pi(g0 − g1)) = Log(pi(g0) + pi(g1)). Thus xV (f) =
xLog(pi(g0)+pi(g1)).
Suppose that 1 ∈ Supp(f). Assume, with no loss of generality, that xα1 = 1. Then
Hy((y
α1)) = Hy((1)) and pi(g0) + pi(g1) = pi(Hy(y
α2)) + · · · + pi(Hy(yαs)). By Lemma
3.20, xLog(Hy(y
αi )) is a separator of αi. Thus
xLog(pi(g0)+pi(g1))(p) =
{
1 if p ∈ {α2, . . . , αs}
0 otherwise.
Suppose instead that 1 /∈ Supp(f). Then pi(g0)+pi(g1) = pi(Hy((1)))+pi(Hy((yα1)))+
· · ·+ pi(Hy((yαs))). With a similar argument as in the first part, we get that
xLog(pi(g0)+pi(g1))(p) =
{
1 if p ∈ {α1, α2, . . . , αs, (0, . . . , 0)}
0 otherwise.
Lemma 3.23. Let f be a boolean polynomial. Then
V (f +
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + 1) =
{
V (f)c \ {(0, . . . , 0)} if 1 ∈ Supp(f)
V (f)c ∪ {(0, . . . , 0)} if 1 /∈ Supp(f)
Proof. We have V (f + 1) = V (f)c by Lemma 3.4. By Lemma 3.20,
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp is a
separator of (0, . . . , 0), so by Remark 3.21, V (
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + 1) = {(0, . . . , 0)}. It follows
from Lemma 3.3 that V (f +
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + 1) = (V (f) ∩ {(0, . . . , 0)}) ∪ (V (f)c ∩ (Zn2 \
{(0, . . . , 0)})).
If 1 ∈ Supp(f), then (0, . . . , 0) ∈ V (f)c and (0, . . . , 0) /∈ V (f), so V (f +
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp +
1) = V (f)c \ {(0, . . . , 0)}.
If 1 /∈ Supp(f), then (0, . . . , 0) /∈ V (f)c and (0, . . . , 0) ∈ V (f), so V (f +
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp +
1) = {(0, . . . , 0} ∪ V (f)c.
We have used the variety V as a map from the set of boolean ideals to the power
set of Z2n, but also from the set of boolean polynomials to the power set of Z
2
n. For the
next theorem we need to introduce a map from Z2n to the set of boolean polynomials,
by sending V (f) to f . We denote this bijective map by V −1.
Theorem 3.24. Let f be a boolean polynomial. Then
V (f) = Log(V −1(Log(f)) +
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + 1).
Proof. By taking the exponent followed by the variety V on both sides we get the
equivalent statement
V (xV (f)) = V (V −1(Log(f)) +
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + 1).
We will now rewrite the right hand side and show that it agrees with the left hand side.
Let g = V −1(Log(f)). Then 1 ∈ Supp(f) if and only if 1 /∈ Supp(g). Applying Lemma
3.23 on the right hand side we get
V (g +
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + 1) =
{
V (g)c \ {(0, . . . , 0)} if 1 /∈ Supp(f)
V (g)c ∪ {(0, . . . , 0)} if 1 ∈ Supp(f).
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Since V (g)c = Log(f)c, this expression is equal to V (xV (f)) by Lemma 3.22.
Theorem 3.24 gives an ”inverse” way to compute the variety of a boolean polyno-
mial. Indeed, to determine the variety of a boolean polynomial f , we can first take the
logarithm of this polynomial, which is the zero set of some polynomial g. The logarithm
of the sum g +
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + 1 is then equal to the variety of f .
Example 3.25. Let
f = 1 + x2 + x3 + x1x2 + x1x3 + x2x3 + x1x2x3
be a boolean polynomial in three variables x1, x2 and x3. We have V
−1(Log(f)) = x1 +
x1x2+x1x3+x1x2x3, and thus V (f) = Log(x2+x3+x2x3) = {(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1)}
by Theorem 3.24.
Let φ be the map from the set of boolean polynomials in n variables to itself defined
by φ(f) = xV (f). It is a natural question to examine the consequences of the iterated
use of φ. As Theorem 3.27 will show, the fourth power of φ is the identity, which is a
surprising result.
Lemma 3.26. Let f be a boolean polynomial. Then
φ2(f) = f +
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + 1.
Proof. It clearly holds that xLog(f)
c
= f +
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp. Thus, if 1 ∈ Supp f , then
xLog(f)
c∪{(0,...,0)} = f +
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + 1, and if 1 /∈ Supp f , then xLog(f)
c\{(0,...,0)} =
f +
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + 1
The lemma now follows by taking the exponent on both sides in Lemma 3.22.
Theorem 3.27. Let φ be the map from the set of boolean polynomials in n variables
into itself defined by φ(f) = xV (f). Then φ4 is the identity.
Proof. Let f be a boolean polynomial. Using Lemma 3.26, we get
φ4(f) = φ2(φ2(f)) = φ2(
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + f + 1) =
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + (
∑
p∈Zn
2
xp + f + 1) + 1 = f.
We will end up by giving a result on the number of elements in the variety of a
boolean polynomial.
Proposition 3.28. Let f be a boolean polynomial. Then |V (f)| is odd if and only if
x1 · · ·xn ∈ Supp(f).
Proof. Let V (f) = {p1, . . . , ps}. Then f = 1+Spi + · · ·+Sps since V (f) = V (1+Sp1 +
· · ·+Sps). Each Spi contains a monomial of the form x1 · · ·xn. Hence x1 · · ·xn ∈ Supp(f)
if and only if |V (f)| is odd.
Remark 3.29. In the context of error-correcting codes, Proposition 3.28 gives an alter-
native proof of the fact that if r < m, then R(r,m) consists of even codes only, see for
instance [10].
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3.2.1 Efficiency of the methods compared to Gro¨bner methods
It is natural to ask if the methods that we have developed in this section are comparable
in performance with other existing methods. This is somewhat out of the reach of this
paper, so instead we focus on a special class of boolean polynomials.
As we will see, a straight forward implementation of Corollary 3.17 would perform
drastically better than the Buchberger algorithm when it comes to determining |V (f)|,
where f is an element in this class.
Indeed, let u1, . . . , um be relatively prime quadratic boolean monomials in Z2[x1, . . . , xn],
where n ≥ 2m. Let f = u1 + · · · + um and let I be the boolean ideal generated by f .
By Corollary 3.17,
|V (f)| = 2n −
(
m
1
)
· 2n−2 + 2
(
m
2
)
· 2n−4 + · · ·+ 2m−1(−1)m
(
m
m
)
· 2n−2m.
This expression may be simplified to
2n−2m(2m−1(2m+1 − 2m + 1)) = 2n−2m(22m−1 + 2m−1)
using the binomial theorem and the identity 1 = (2− 1)m.
Recall that the leading monomials of the elements in a Gro¨bner basis of an ideal
I with respect to some monomial order ≺ generates the initial of I with respect to ≺.
The set of monomials outside this monomial ideal is called the standard monomials with
respect to I and ≺. When I is zero dimensional and radical, the number of standard
monomials equals |V (I)|.
Thus, to determine |V (f)|, one computes a Gro¨bner basis of the ideal I = (x21 −
x1, . . . , x
2
n−xn, f) with respect to some monomial order ≺, and then counts the number
of standard monomials of I with respect to ≺.
In Proposition 3.32, we show that the Gro¨bner basis of (x21−x1, . . . , x
2
n−xn, u1+· · ·+
um) contains 2
m− 1 elements independent of monomial ordering, and the total number
of monomials in the reduced Gro¨bner basis is
∑m
i=1 2
2i−2(m− i+ 1). Although a naive
implementation of the lcm-lattice in order to compute the number |V (u1 + · · · + um)|
using Corollary 3.17 would require 2m lcm-operations, the Buchberger algorithm with
a reduction process for each computed S-polynomial, would require drastically more
memory and operations than the lcm technique.
Lemma 3.30. Let u1 = x1x2, u2 = x3x4, . . . , um = x2m−1x2m be boolean monomials in
Z2[x1, . . . , x2m], let f = u1 + · · · + um and let ≺ be any monomial ordering such that
u1 ≻ · · · ≻ um. Let
G0(f) = {x
2
1 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn},
G1(f) = {u1 + · · ·+ um},
G2(f) = {(u2 + · · ·+ um) · (xi1 + 1), : xi1 ∈ Supp(u1)},
G3(f) = {(u3 + · · ·+ um) · (xi1 + 1) · (xi2 + 1) : xi1 ∈ Supp(u1), xi2 ∈ Supp(u2)},
...
Gm(f) = {um · (xi1 + 1) · · · (xim−1 + 1) : xi1 ∈ Supp(u1), . . . , xim−1 ∈ Supp(um−1)}.
Then ∪Gi(f) is a reduced, minimal Gro¨bner basis of (x
2
1 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn, f) with
respect to ≺ consisting of 2m− 1+n elements and a total of
∑m
i=1 2
2i−2(m− i+1)+2n
monomials.
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Before we give the proof, we give an example which hopefully makes the picture
clear.
Example 3.31. Consider the boolean polynomial f = x1x2+x3x4+x5x6 ∈ Z2[x1, . . . , x6]
and the lexicographical order induced by x1 ≻ · · · ≻ x6. Then G0(f) = {x21 − x1, x
2
2 −
x2, x
2
3− x3, x
2
4−x4, x
2
5−x5, x
2
6−x6}, G1(f) = {x1x2+ x3x4+ x5x6}, G2(f) = {(x3x4+
x5x6) ·(x1+1), (x3x4+x5x6) ·(x2+1)} and G3(f) = {x5x6 ·(x1+1) ·(x3+1), x5x6 ·(x1+
1)·(x4+1), x5x6 ·(x2+1)·(x3+1), x5x6 ·(x2+1)·(x4+1)}. We have |G| = 23−1+6 = 13
and the number of monomials in G is
∑3
i=1 2
2i−2(3− i+ 1) + 2 · 6 = 33.
Proof of Lemma 3.30. Let G(f) = ∪Gi(f) and let I be the boolean ideal generated by
f . The idea is to show that G(f) ⊆ I and that there are |V (f)| standard monomials
with respect to the monomial ideal generated by the leading monomials of the elements
in G. From this it follows that G is a Gro¨bner basis.
Suppose that we have proven that G(f) is a Gro¨bner basis. That G(f) is reduced
is clear since by construction, no leading elements in G(f) divide any other monomials
occurring in polynomials in G(f). That G(f) is minimal follows by a weaker form of
the previous argument: no leading element in G(f) is divisible by any other leading
element in G(f). The number of elements in each Gi(f), i > 0, is equal to 2
i−1, so
the number of elements in G(f) is 2m − 1 + n. The number of boolean monomials in
each element in Gi(f), i > 0, is 2
i−1(m− i+1), so the number of monomials in G(f) is∑m
i=1 2
2i−2(m− i+ 1) + 2n.
It rests to show that G(f) is indeed a Gro¨bner basis. Let h = (us + · · ·+ um)(xi1 +
1) · · · (xis−1 + 1) be an arbitrary element in Gs(f), s > 0. Since xik |uk, we have (xik +
1) · uk = 0 as boolean polynomials, so
hf = h · (u1 + · · ·+ us−1) + h · (us + · · ·+ um) = 0 + h = h
as boolean polynomials. In follows that we can use Proposition 3.6 to conclude that
h ∈ I, from which it follows that G(f) ⊆ I.
Finally, to prove that the number of standard monomials with respect to the mono-
mial ideal generated by the leading monomials of the elements in G(f) is equal to |V (f)|,
we proceed by induction on m.
When m = 1, G(x1x2) = {x
2
1−x1, x
2
2− x2, x1x2} and the set of standard monomials
is {1, x1, x2}. Since |V (x1x2)| = 22 − 20 = 3, it follows that G(x1x2) is a Gro¨bner basis
of (x21 − x1, x
2
2 − x2, x1x2).
Suppose that the lemma holds true when m = t, that is, f = u1 + · · · + ut and
G(f) is a Gro¨bner basis of (x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
2t − x2t, f) in Z2[x1, . . . , x2t] We will now
show that G(f + ut+1) is a Gro¨bner basis of (x
2
1 − x1, . . . , x
2
2t+2 − x2t+2, f + ut+1) in
Z2[x1, . . . , x2t+2]. Let
S0,0 = {s : s is a standard monomial in G(f)},
S1,0 = {s · x2t+1 : s is a standard monomial in G(f)},
S0,1 = {s · x2t+2 : s is a standard monomial in G(f)},
S1,1 = {x
1−α1
1 · · ·x
1−α2t
2t · x2t+1 · x2t+2 : x
α is a leading boolean monomial in G(f)}.
We claim that S = S0,0 ∪ S0,1 ∪ S1,0 ∪ S1,1 is the set of standard monomials with
respect to G(f + x2t+1 · x2t+2). Clearly the four sets are disjoint, and the equalities
|S0,0| = |S1,0| = |S0,1| = 22t−1 + 2t−1 and S1,1 = 22t−1 − 2t−1 hold by the induction
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assumption. From this it follows that |S| = 22t+1 + 2t. Thus, we are done if we can
show that each set contains standard monomials only.
The leading boolean monomials of Gi(f) equals the leading elements of Gi(f +ut+1)
when i ≤ t. The leading elements of Gt+1(f+ut+1) is ut+1 · · ·xi1 · · ·xit , xij ∈ Supp(uij ).
It follows that a standard monomial of G(f) is a standard monomial of G(f + ut+1),
and if s is a standard monomial of G(f), then both s · x2t+1 and s · x2t+2 are standard
monomials of G(f + ut+1). Thus S0,0, S1,0, S0,1 contains standard monomials.
If xα is a leading boolean monomial in G(f), then α2i = α2i+1 = 1 for some i,
and α2j = 0 =⇒ α2j+1 = 1 when j < i. Thus, if β = 1 − α1, . . . , 1 − α2t, then
β2i = β2i+1 = 0 and β2j = 1 =⇒ β2j+1 = 0 for j < i. Hence β is not a leading
monomial, so it is a standard monomial of G(f). By the preceding argument, it is also
a standard monomial of G(f + ut+1). But since β2i = β2i+1 = 0 for some i, also the
monomial xβ · x2t+1 · x2t+2 is standard. This shows that also S1,1 contains standard
monomials. The lemma now follows by induction.
Proposition 3.32. Let u1, . . . , um be relatively prime quadratic boolean monomials in
Z2[x1, . . . , xn]. Let ≺ be any monomial ordering. Let G be the reduced minimal Gro¨bner
basis of (x21−x1, . . . , x
2
n−xn, f) with respect to ≺. Then |G| = 2
m−1+n and G consists
of
∑m
i=1 2
2i−2(m− i+ 1) + 2n boolean monomials.
Proof. Since we assume the ui:s to be relatively prime, we have 2m ≤ n. Without loss
of generality, we can assume that u1 = x1 · x2, u2 = x3 · x4, . . . , um = x2m−1x2m.
The special case 2m = n now follows from Lemma 3.30.
When n > 2m, the Gro¨bner basis of (x21−x1, . . . , x
2
n−xn, f) is equal to the Gro¨bner
basis of (x21−x1, . . . , x
2
2m−x2m, f) in Z2[x1, . . . , xm], together with the remaining poly-
nomials x22m+1−x2m+1, . . . , x
2
n−xn. This can be seen by considering the S-polynomials.
Pairs, where both polynomials come from the Gro¨bner basis of (x21−x1, . . . , x
2
2m−x2m, f)
in Z2[x1, . . . , x2m] obviously reduce to zero, while pairs containing a polynomial of the
form x2i−xi, i > 2m, reduce to zero by the prime criteria, see [6]. It is clear that this con-
structed Gro¨bner basis is both reduced and minimal. It follows from Lemma 3.30 that
|G| = 2m−1+m+(n−m) and that G consists of
∑m
i=1 2
2i−2(m− i+1)+2m+2(n−m)
boolean monomials.
3.3 Standard monomials with respect to the lexicographical or-
dering
As was first shown in [5], the standard monomials with respect to the lexicographical
ordering (lex) induced by x1 ≻ · · · ≻ xn of a vanishing ideal of affine points is a combi-
natorial object in that the standard monomials depend only on the positions were the
coordinates of the points differ.
It is natural to try to give a description of the lex standard monomials in terms of the
defining polynomial of a boolean ideal. Such a description is given in Corollary 3.35. In
Theorem 3.38, we give a computable recursive formula that given a boolean monomial
determines the number of boolean ideals having this boolean monomial as a standard
monomial, and in Corollary 3.40, we show that this number is odd.
Now some notation. Let k be a field and let P be a set of distinct points in kn.
Let {α1, . . . , αh} be the set of n’th coordinates of the points in P . Let Pi denote the
set of points in P whose n’th coordinate is equal to αi. Partition P into the h disjoint
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non-empty subsets P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ph. Denote by P the projection of P to kn−1 by omitting
the last coordinate.
Lemma 3.33. Let SMi be the set of standard monomials of I(Pi) with respect to lex
and x1 ≻ · · · ≻ xn−1. Then
{xjn ·m |m occurs in j + 1 number of the SMi’s}
is the set of standard monomials for I(P ) with respect to lex and x1 ≻ · · · ≻ xn.
Proof. The lemma is just a restatement of Corollary 8 (i) in [7].
We will now use Lemma 3.33 to derive a result which we have not been able to find in
the literature. In this paper, we will use it to derive two corollaries. But it is formulated
for any finite field, and might be of interest in its own right. Therefore we state it as a
theorem.
Theorem 3.34. Let I be a radical zero-dimensional ideal in k[x1, . . . , xn], where k =
{α1, . . . , αq} is a finite field and suppose that V (I) is rational. Let SMni be the set of
standard monomials of (I, xn − αi) with respect to the lexicographical ordering induced
by x1 ≻ · · · ≻ xn. Then
SM(I) = {xjn ·m |m occurs in j + 1 number of the SM
n
i ’s}.
Proof. According to the assumptions, I = I(P ), where P is a set of points in kn. The
equality (I, xn − αi) = (1) holds if and only if there are no points p ∈ P such that
pn = αi. Moreover (I, xn − αi) = (1) if and only if SMni = {}.
Suppose, without loss of generality, that (I, xn − αi) 6= (1) for i = 1, . . . , h, and
(I, xn − αi) = (1) for i = h+ 1, . . . , q. Thus it is enough to show that
SM(I) = {xjn ·m |m occurs in j + 1 number of the SM
n
i ’s, i ≤ h}.
If Pi is the set of points in P whose n’th coordinate is equal to αi, then (I, xn−αi) =
I(Pi). If we can prove that the standard monomials SMi of I(Pi) ⊆ k[x1, . . . , xn−1]
agree with the standard monomials SMni of I(Pi) ⊆ k[x1, . . . , xn], then we are done
by Lemma 3.33. But if a ∈ I(Pi), then a ∈ I(Pi), so a leading monomial in I(Pi)
is a leading monomial in I(Pi). Moreover, xn is a leading monomial in I(Pi). Thus,
SMni ⊆ SMi. Since |Pi| = |Pi|, it must in fact hold that SM
n
i = SMi.
Let S = {s1, . . . , sm} be a subset of Z2[x1, . . . , xn]. Then f · S is defined to be
{f · s1, . . . , f · sm}.
Corollary 3.35. Let I be a boolean ideal with defining polynomial f . Then
SM((f, x21 − x1, . . . , x
2
n − xn)) =
SM((f(x1, . . . , xn−1, 0), x
2
1 − x1, . . . , x
2
n−1 − xn−1)∪
SM((f(x1, . . . , xn−1, 1), x
2
1 − x1, . . . , x
2
n−1 − xn−1)∪
xn · (SM((f(x1, . . . , xn−1, 0), x
2
1 − x1, . . . , x
2
n−1 − xn−1))∩
SM((f(x1, . . . , xn−1, 1), x
2
1 − x1, . . . , x
2
n−1 − xn−1)),
where the standard monomials on the right hand side are understood to be elements in
Z2[x1, . . . , xn−1].
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Proof. The ideal I is radical and V (I) is rational. Hence
SM(I) = {m : m occurs in SM0 or in SM1} ∪ {xnm : m occurs in SM0 and in SM1}
by Theorem 3.34.
Corollary 3.36. The monomial xα, where αn = 1, is standard with respect to I(P ) if
and only if xα11 · · ·x
αn−1
n−1 is standard with respect to I(P0) and x
α1
1 · · ·x
αn−1
n−1 is standard
with respect to I(P1). The monomial x
α, where αn = 0, is standard with respect to P
if and only if xα11 · · ·x
αn−1
n−1 is standard with respect to I(P0) or x
α1
1 · · ·x
αn−1
n−1 is standard
with respect to I(P1).
Proof. This is a transposed version of Corollary 3.35.
An application of Corollary 3.36 is the association of a binary decision tree to each
standard monomial xα, exemplified in Figure 1. The i’th level of the tree consists of OR
gates if αn−i = 0, and of AND gates if αn−i = 1.
∨
∧
∧
f(000) f(100)
∧
f(010) f(110)
∧
∧
f(001) f(101)
∧
f(011) f(111)
Figure 1: The tree for checking if the monomial x1x2 is standard with respect to lex
and x1 ≻ x2 ≻ x3, where f(0,0,0) is defined to be f(0, 0, 0) + 1 and where a ∧ b = 1
if (and only if) a = b = 1 and a ∨ b = 0 if (and only if) a = b = 0. Accordingly,
the monomial x1x2 is standard when the tree evaluates to 1. The number of solutions
in Z2[f(000), f(001), . . . , f(111)] to this equation is 31, so there are 31 out of 256 vari-
eties/boolean ideals that contain x1x2 as a standard monomial. Of course, this number
can be directly computed using the function Ω from Theorem 3.38, i.e. Ω((1, 1, 0)) = 31.
Lemma 3.37. Let P (n) be the set of boolean polynomials in Z2[x1, . . . , xn]. Then the
map P (n− 1)× P (n− 1)→ P (n), (g1, g2) 7→ g1 · xn + g2 · (1 + xn) is a bijection.
Proof. We have |P (n)| = 22
n
= 22
n−1
· 22
n−1
= |P (n− 1)× P (n− 1)|, so it is enough to
show that the map is injective. Suppose that g1 ·xn+g2 · (1+xn) = g3 ·xn+g4 · (1+xn).
Then g2 = g4, and this implies that g1 = g3. This shows that the map is injective, so it
is a bijection.
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We are now ready to state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.38. Let n > 0, let α be an element in {0, 1}n, let Ω(()) = 1 and let
Ω((α1, . . . , αn)) denote the number of boolean ideals such that x
α is a standard monomial
with respect to lex and x1 ≻ · · · ≻ xn. Then
Ω((α1, . . . , αn)) =
{
Ω(α)2 if αn = 1,
2 · Ω(α) · 22
n−1
− Ω(α)2 if αn = 0.
where (α1, . . . , αn) = (α1, . . . , αn−1).
Proof. If n = 1, then x1 is a standard monomial of the ideal (x
2
1 − x1, 0), while 1 is a
standard monomial of the ideals (x21 − x1, 0), (x
2
1 − x1, x1) and (x
2
1 − x1, x1 + 1). Thus
Ω((1)) = Ω(())2 and Ω((0)) = 2 · Ω(()) · 22
0
− Ω(())2.
Suppose that n > 1. By Lemma 3.37, each boolean polynomial f ∈ Z2[x1, . . . , xn]
can be uniquely written on the form g1 ·xn+g2 · (1+xn), with g1, g2 ∈ Z2[x1, . . . , xn−1].
Suppose that αn = 1. By Corollary 3.36, the monomial x
α1
1 · · ·x
αn
n is standard with
respect to the boolean ideal generated by f if and only if xα11 · · ·x
αn−1
n−1 is standard with
respect to the boolean ideal generated by f(x1, . . . , xn−1, 0) = g2 and x
α1
1 · · ·x
αn−1
n−1 is
standard with respect to the boolean ideal generated by f(x1, . . . , xn−1, 1) = g1. Thus
the set of polynomials such that xα is standard with respect to the associated boolean
ideal is
{g1 · xn + g2 · (1 + xn) : x
α1
1 · · ·x
αn−1
n−1 is standard with respect to g1 and g2}.
By Lemma 3.37, the cardinality of this set is Ω(α)2.
Suppose that αn = 0. By Corollary 3.36, the monomial x
α1
1 · · ·x
αn
n is standard with
respect to the boolean ideal generated by f if and only if xα11 · · ·x
αn−1
n−1 is standard with
respect to the boolean ideal generated by f(x1, . . . , xn−1, 0) = g2 or x
α1
1 · · ·x
αn−1
n−1 is
standard with respect to the boolean ideal generated by f(x1, . . . , xn−1, 1) = g1. Thus,
the set of boolean polynomials is equal to
{g1 · xn + g2 · (1 + xn) : x
α1
1 · · ·x
αn−1
n−1 is standard with respect to g1 or g2}.
It follows that there are 22
n−1
· 22
n−1
− (22
n−1
−Ω(α)) · (22
n−1
−Ω(α)) = 2 · 22
n−1
Ω(α)−
Ω(α)2 such boolean polynomials, where we have used that the number of boolean poly-
nomials in Z2[x1, . . . , xn−1] such that x
α1
1 · · ·x
αn−1
n−1 is not a standard monomial of the
associated boolean ideal, is equal to 22
n−1
− Ω(α).
Remark 3.39. The recursive formula in Theorem 3.38 can be rewritten as
Ω((α1, . . . , αn)) =
{
1 if n = 0,
(1 − αn) · Ω(α) · 2 · 22
n−1
− (−1)αn · Ω(α)2 otherwise.
Although we have not been able to obtain a closed form of Ω, the recursive formula
can be used to prove statements about Ω based on induction.
Corollary 3.40.
1. Ω(α) is odd.
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2. Ω((α1, . . . , αn)) = 2
2n − Ω((1 − α1, . . . , 1− αn)).
3.
∑
α∈Zn
2
Ω(α) = 22
n+n−1.
Proof. The proof of the first and the second statement is done by induction over n.
The first is trivial. Here is the induction step for the second statement. Let β =
(1− α1, . . . , 1− αn). Suppose that αn = 0. Then
Ω(β) = Ω(β)2 = 22
n
+Ω(α)2 − 2 · Ω((α)) · 22
n−1
= 22
n
− Ω(α).
Suppose instead that αn = 1. Then
Ω(β) = −Ω(β)2 + 2 · Ω(β) · 22
n−1
= −((22
n−1
− Ω(α))2 + 2 · (22
n−1
− Ω(α)) · 22
n−1
= −22
n
− Ω(α)2 + 2 · Ω(α) · 22
n−1
+ 2 · 22
n
− 2 · Ω(α) · 22
n−1
= 22
n
− Ω(α)2
= 22
n
− Ω(α).
The third statement follows from the second by grouping complementary exponent
vectors together.
Remark 3.41. The sequence
∑
α∈Zi
2
Ω(α) for i = 0, . . . is equal to the sequence A028369
in OEIS.
4 Conclusion and further work
We have obtained several ways to express the variety of a boolean polynomial (Theorem
3.12, Theorem 3.16, Corollary 3.17, Theorem 3.24), and in Theorem 3.27 we were able
to prove the surprising fundamental identity φ4(f) = f .
Extensions of these results to other finite fields seem hard, but experiments show
that Theorem 3.27 might be able to generalize for certain classes of polynomials over
the field Z3.
When it comes to the standard monomials with respect to lex, we have been able
to give a description of the distribution of the standard monomials among the set of
boolean ideals. A natural continuation of this work is to examine whether it is possible
to use Theorem 3.34 in order to describe the distribution of the standard monomials with
respect to vanishing ideals of points over other finite fields than Z2. Another interesting
problem is to determine under which circumstances it is possible to obtain the set of
standard monomials of φ(f) from the set of standard monomials of f .
From a computational point of view, and as indicated by the performance analysis in
Section 3.2.1, a natural next step is to implement and compare these methods with each
other and with state of the art software for boolean ideals based upon the Buchberger
algorithm, for instance PolyBoRi [3]. One would expect that when the defining poly-
nomial has a low number of terms, the methods proposed in this paper perform better,
while if the defining polynomial has a large number of terms, the Buchberger algorithm
would perform better. Also, the methods for computing the variety presented in this
paper have interesting connections to the resolutions of square free monomial ideals, so
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techniques developed to minimize a given monomial resolution might be useful when
implementing the proposed algorithms.
Keeping the computational perspective, a major weakness of the methods proposed
in this paper is that if we are given a system of polynomials as input, then we first have
to compute the defining boolean polynomial, a computation that leads to a major term
expansion. On the other hand, the problem of determining whether (f1 + 1) · · · (fm +
1) + 1 = 1 as boolean polynomials does not necessarily need to be equivalent to such
a term expansion on the left hand side, and might be worth to look into, perhaps in
connection to the polynomial identity problem, see [12].
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